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Abstract
In a previous paper, we have introduced a new unified description
of the main equations of the gravitational and of the electromagnetic
field, in terms of tidal tensors and connections on the tangent bundle
TM of the space-time manifold. In the present work, we relate these
equations to variational procedures on the tangent bundle. The Ricci
scalar of the proposed connection is dynamically equivalent to the usual
Einstein-Maxwell Lagrangian. Also, in order to be able to perform these
variational procedures, we find an appropriate completion of the metric
tensor (from the base manifold) up to a metric structure on TM.
MSC 2000: 53Z05, 83C22, 83C50, 83E05
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1 Introduction
The main request of a unified, geometric description of gravity and electro-
magnetism is to find some geometric structures such that, in the Einstein field
equations, the electromagnetic stress-energy tensor is enclosed in the left hand
side, i.e., in the Einstein tensor. In the period between the two world wars,
remarkable theories were built by: Einstein (teleparallelism, metric-affine the-
ories), Eddington, Eisenhart, Schro˝dinger (affine geometry with torsion), Weyl
(gauge theory), Kaluza and Klein (fifth space-time dimension). Afterwards, the
interest for the classical approaches somehow waned and the focus shifted rather
to quantum theories, [11].
More recently, interest for classical unified theories has grown again. Thus,
Ferraris and Kijowski, [10], Chrusciel, [8], Poplawski, [19], developed the purely
affine approach, in which the torsion of the affine connection (on the space-time
manifold) accounts for electromagnetism.
A second path – which we follow here – uses the geometry of the tangent bun-
dle TM of the space-time manifold. Here, we should first mention the descrip-
tion due to R. Miron and collaborators, [13], [15], [14], [16], in which the metric
tensor characterizes gravity, while electromagnetism is encoded in connections
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on the tangent bundle. In the cited papers, they obtain a geometrization of the
Lorentz equations of motion of charged particles and of Maxwell equations –
but they do not solve the problem of enclosing the Maxwell stress-energy tensor
into the Einstein tensor.
Other theories on TM try to include information regarding electromagnetism
in Finsler-type metrics (Randers, Beil or Weyl metrics, [6], [7]). Also, recently,
Wanas, Youssef and Sid-Ahmed produced another description, [22], based on
teleparallelism on TM . A version using complex Lagrange geometry is proposed
by G. Munteanu, [17].
In [21], we proposed a new approach – based, on one side, on the notion of
geodesic deviation (and subsequently, of tidal tensor, [9]) and on the other side,
on Miron’s idea of encoding the information regarding gravity in the metric
tensor on the base manifold and electromagnetism, in a 1-parameter family of
connections (
α
N,
α
D) (where
α
N are Ehresmann connections and
α
D, affine connec-
tions) on TM. We chose (
α
N,
α
D) such that:
1) worldlines of charged particles define autoparallel curves for both
α
N,
α
D;
2) worldline deviation equations are as simple as possible (their right hand
side does not depend on the derivatives of the deviation vector field);
3) the Ricci tensor of a connection
α
D can be obtained just by differentiating
the trace of the tidal tensor with respect to the fiber coordinates on TM .
In [21], we wrote Maxwell equations directly in terms of tidal tensors at-
tached to
α
N .
In the present paper, we build an analogue of the classical Hilbert action
based on Ricci scalars of
α
D.
But, in order to perform variational procedures on TM , we also need a vol-
ume element on TM.With this aim, we propose a completion of the Lorentzian
metric gij up to a metric on the total space TM, with two properties: a) there
exists, for each x ∈M, a canonical domain of integration ∆˜ ⊂ TxM with respect
to the fiber coordinates such that, for functions f = f(x) defined on M , the
integral of f on a domain ∆ ⊂ M and the integral of f on ∆× ∆˜ coincide; b)
the divergence of the horizontal lift to TM of a vector field onM coincides with
the divergence of the original vector field.
This construction refines the one in [20]. With this, we get one more property
of the connections
α
D :
4) for a conveniently chosen α, the Ricci scalar of
α
D is dynamically equivalent
to the usual Einstein-Maxwell Lagrangian on M . Einstein field equations (with
the electromagnetic stress-energy tensor included in the Einstein tensor) and
stress-energy conservation are then obtained in the usual way.
Property 4) is similar to the one in Kaluza-Klein theory, but it does not
require additional space-time dimensions; moreover, our method has the ad-
vantage of providing geometrizations of the Lorentz equations of motion and of
worldline deviation equations.
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2 Preliminaries
2.1 Basic equations
Consider a 4-dimensional, C∞ Lorentzian manifold (M, g), with local coordi-
nates (xi)i=0,3, regarded as space-time manifold and ∇, its Levi-Civita con-
nection, with coefficients γijk and curvature tensor r
i
j kl; we denote by ∂i the
elements of the natural basis for the module of vector fields on M .
In general relativity, the metric components gij describe the gravitational
field. The electromagnetic field is described by the potential 1-form:
A = Ai(x)dx
i (1)
and by the electromagnetic field tensor (Faraday 2-form) F = dA, or, locally,
F =
1
2
Fijdx
i ∧ dxj , Fij = ∇iAj −∇jAi. (2)
From the definition of F , it follows the identity: dF = 0, which is equivalent to
homogeneous Maxwell equations: ∇∂iFjk +∇∂kFij +∇∂jFki = 0.
The other basic equations of the two physical fields are obtained by varia-
tional methods. The total action attached to these, together with a system of
particles with masses ma, coordinates x
i
a and electric charges qa is, [12]:
S = −
∑
mac
∫
ds︸ ︷︷ ︸
Sm
−
∑ qa
c
∫
Ak(x)dx
k
︸ ︷︷ ︸
Si
− (3)
− 1
16pic
∫
FijF
ij
√−gd4x︸ ︷︷ ︸
Sf
− c
3
16pik
∫
r
√−gd4x︸ ︷︷ ︸
Sg
;
where the sums are taken over the particles in the system, g = det(gij), d
4x =
dx0 ∧ dx1 ∧ dx2 ∧ dx3, r is the Ricci scalar of g and c, k are constants (the
light speed in vacuum and the gravitational constant). The volume integrals
are taken over a large enough compact domain ∆ ⊂ M1. The first term Sp
characterizes free particles, the third one Sf characterizes the electromagnetic
field and the second one Si, the interaction between the field and the particles.
The fourth integral Sg is the Hilbert action for gij .
The line integrals Sm and Si can be transformed into volume integrals, by
1Traditionally, one integrates over a finite amount of time and over the whole spatial
manifold, under the assumption that at infinity, the fields vanish. Loosely speaking, we can
integrate over a large enough compact region of M.
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means of the Dirac delta function (involving the variables x1, x2, x3):
Sm = −
∫
Lm
√−gd4x, Lm =
∑
a
||dx||
dx0a
mac√−g δ
3(x− xa), (4)
Si = − 1
c2
∫
AiJ
i
√−gd4x, J i =
∑
a
dxia
dx0a
qac√−g δ
3(x− xa). (5)
Here, Lm is a scalar, while J i are components of the 4-current vector field,
[12]. Thus, the total action S becomes:
S = −
∫
(Lm + 1
c2
AiJ
i +
1
16pic
FijF
ij +
c3
16pik
r)
√−gd4x. (6)
I. Variation of the 4-potential A in S yields the inhomogeneous Maxwell
equations :
∇∂jF ij = −
4pi
c
J i. (7)
II. Variation of S with respect to the metric components gij leads, [12], [2],
to the Einstein field equations:
Gij =
8pik
c4
Tij ; (8)
here, the Einstein tensor
Gij = rij − 1
2
rgij
is obtained from: δSg = − c
3
16pik
∫
Gijδg
ij
√−gd4x = c
3
16pik
∫
Gijδgij
√−gd4x.
In the right hand side of (8), the stress-energy tensor Tij is written as a sum:
Tij =
f
T ij +
m
T ij ,
where:
-
f
T ij is the stress-energy tensor of the electromagnetic field
f
T ij =
1
4pi
(−FilF lj +
1
4
gijF
lmFlm),
obtained from: δSf =
1
2c
∫ f
T ijδg
ij
√−gd4x = − 1
2c
∫ f
T ijδgij
√−gd4x;
-
m
T ij is the stress-energy tensor of matter:
δSm =
1
2c
∫ m
T ijδg
ij
√−gd4x = − 1
2c
∫ m
T ijδgij
√−gd4x.
III. In the case of a single particle (with mass m and charge q), variation of
S with respect to its trajectory, i.e., the variation of:
Sm + Si := mc
∫
ds+
q
c
∫
Ak(x)dx
k (9)
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with respect to xi = xi(s) (where s is the arc length), leads to the Lorentz
equations of motion of charged particles:
∇x˙i
ds
=
q
mc2
F ij x˙
j . (10)
2.2 Conservation laws
Since action S is a scalar, it is invariant to diffeomorphisms, [2]. This invariance
leads to the well-known energy-momentum conservation law.
Consider diffeomorphisms with pushforward x˜i = xi + εξi(x) on M (where
ξi are components of a vector field and ε > 0). Then, the variations of the field
variables are given by their Lie derivatives:
δAi = LξAi = ξk∇∂kAi +Ak∇∂iξk, δgij = Lξgij = ∇∂jξi +∇∂iξj . (11)
The variation of the total action is δS = δAS + δgS; in detail:
δS =
∫ {
− 1
4pic
(∇∂jF ij +
4pi
c
J i)δAi +
c3
16pik
(Gij − 8pik
c4
T ij)δgij
}√−gd4x.
For solutions F of the inhomogeneous Maxwell equations (7), it remains
δS =
c3
16pik
∫
(Gij − 8pik
c4
T ij)δgij
√−gd4x
Substituting δgij from (11) and integrating by parts, we get:
δS =
c3
8pik
∫
{∇∂j [(Gij −
8pik
c4
T ij)ξi]− ξi∇∂j (Gij −
8pik
c4
T ij)}√−gd4x.
The first term becomes, by Stokes’ theorem, a boundary one, hence it will
not contribute to the integral; we get:
δS = − c
3
8pik
∫
ξi∇∂j (Gij −
8pik
c4
T ij)}√−gd4x.
Since the variations ξi are independent, we are led to:
∇∂j (Gij −
8pik
c4
T ij) = 0.
Contracted Bianchi identities tell us that ∇∂jGij = 0. We thus get the
energy-momentum conservation law
∇∂jT ij = 0. (12)
In more detail, this is [12]: ∇∂j
f
T ij = −1
c
F ijJ
j = −∇∂j
m
T ij).
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3 Geometric structures on TM
3.1 Ehresmann connections
Consider now the tangent bundle (TM, pi,M), with local coordinates (x◦pi, y) =:
(xi, yi)i=0,3; we denote by
l =
y
‖y‖ , ‖y‖ =
√
gijyiyj, (13)
the normalized supporting element on TM , [5], and by ,i and ·i, partial differ-
entiation with respect to xi and yi respectively. An Ehresmann connection N
on TM, [13], [5], gives rise to the adapted basis
(δi =
∂
∂xi
−N ji(x, y)
∂
∂yj
, δ˙i =
∂
∂yi
), (14)
and to its dual (dxi, δyi = dyi +N ijdx
j).
Consider the following 1-parameter family of Randers-type Lagrangians, [5],
[14] depending on a real parameter α :
α
L =
√
gij(x)x˙ix˙j + αAi(x)x˙
i. (15)
The action
∫ α
Ldt attached to
α
L is formally similar to the action (9); though
using the same notations as in the previous section, for the moment, we will
not attribute any physical significance to A or α. Taking t = const · s as a
parameter, extremal curves x = x(t) are given by:
dyi
dt
+ γijky
jyk − α ‖y‖F ijyj = 0, yi = x˙i, (16)
where
F ij := g
ih(∇∂hAj −∇∂jAh), ‖y‖ =
√
gijyiyj . (17)
We obtain a 1-parameter family of sprays, [1], [13], G =
α
G on TM :
2
α
Gi(x, y) = γijky
jyk + 2
α
Bi, (18)
with
2
α
Bi = −α ‖y‖F ijyj =: −α ‖y‖F i; (19)
the corresponding spray connections, [1], N =
α
N have the coefficients:
α
Gij :=
α
Gi
·j = γ
i
jky
k +Bij . (20)
If there is no risk of confusion upon α, we will denote simply
Gi, Bi, δi, G
i
j , B
i
j ... instead of
α
Gi,
α
Bi,
α
δi
α
Gij ,
α
Bij etc.
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Extremal curves of the action
∫ α
Ldt are thus autoparallel curves (geodesics)
for N =
α
N :
δyi
dt
= 0, yi = x˙i, i = 0, 3
and geodesic deviations are given, [21], by:
δ2wi
dt2
= Eijw
j , Eij = R
i
jky
k, (21)
where Rijk = δkN
i
j − δjN ik are the local coefficients of the curvature of N.
We will call the quantity
E = Eijδi ⊗ dxj , (22)
the tidal tensor2 associated to N.
The functions Bi in (19) are the components of a horizontal vector field
B = Biδi on TM. Their derivatives with respect to the fiber coordinates are:
Bij = B
i
·j = −
α
2
(F ilj + ‖y‖F ij), Bijk := Bi·jk = −
α
2
(l·jkF
i + ljF
i
k + lkF
i
j).
(23)
Conversely, from the homogeneity of degree 2 of B in the fiber coordinates,
it follows: Bijy
j = 2Bi, Bijky
k = Bij etc.
3.2 Affine connections on TM
Consider
Gijk := G
i
·jk = γ
i
jk +B
i
jk; (24)
and the affine connections D =
α
D on TM which act on the
α
N -adapted basis
vectors as:
Dδkδj = G
i
jkδi, Dδk δ˙j = G
i
jk δ˙i, Dδ˙kδj = Dδ˙k δ˙j = 0. (25)
Connections
α
D, α ∈ R, preserve by parallelism the distributions generated by
α
N (hence, they are distinguished linear connections, [13], on TM), i.e., for any
two vector fields X,Y on TM, we have: DX(hY ) = hDXY, DX(vY ) = vDXY.
They are, generally, non-metrical.
D =
α
D has generally nonvanishing torsion, given by:
T = Rijk δ˙i ⊗ dxj ⊗ dxk (26)
and the curvature of D is:
R = R ij klδi ⊗ dxj ⊗ dxk ⊗ dxl + R ij klδ˙i ⊗ δyj ⊗ dxk ⊗ dxl +
+B ij klδi ⊗ dxj ⊗ dxk ⊗ δyl, (27)
2The tidal tensor is tightly related to the Jacobi endomorphism Φ in [4].
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where B ij kl = B
i
·jkl and R
i
j kl are obtained in terms of the tidal tensor as:
R ij kl =
1
2
(Eik)·jl . (28)
In particular, the Ricci tensor of
α
D is obtained from the trace Eii:
Rjl = −1
2
(Eii)·jl = R
i
j li. (29)
Conversely, the tidal tensor E can be written3 in terms of R as:
Eik = R
i
j kly
jyl, Eii = −Rjlyjyl. (30)
Particular case: For α = 0, we get: 2
0
Gi = γijky
jyk, i.e.,
0
Gijk = γ
i
jk;
for vector fields X,Y onM, we have lh(∇XY ) =
0
Dlh(X)lh(Y ) (where lh denotes
the horizontal lift to TM); thus,
0
D can be considered as the TM -equivalent
of the Levi-Civita connection ∇ and each
α
D, as a ”perturbation4” of
0
D, with
contortion tensor B. We obviously have:
0
Eij = r
i
j kly
jyl,
0
R ij kl = r
i
j kl and the
Ricci tensor of
0
D is
0
Rjk = rjk.
In [21], we have proved that the Euler-Lagrange equations for
α
L are equiva-
lent to:
DV V = 0. (31)
where V is the complete lift of the velocity vector field x˙i∂i :
V := yiδi +
δyi
dt
δ˙i, y
i =
dxi
dt
(32)
and geodesic deviations can be also written as
D2wi
dt2
= Eikw
k; (33)
here, all covariant derivatives are considered ”with reference vector y”, [5], i.e.,
in their local expressions, Gij = G
i
j(x, y), G
i
jk = G
i
jk(x, y).
3Expression (30) points out an almost complete similarity between the tidal tensor and the
notion of flag curvature in Finsler geometry. The difference consists in the metric tensor used
in raising and lowering indices, which is here gij (not the Finslerian one corresponding to
α
L)
and which leads to somehow different properties.
4Each of these perturbations gives rise to a notion of product for vector fields on TM ; thus,
the module of vector fields on TM becomes an algebra – the so-called deformation algebra,
[18].
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3.3 Metric structure on TM
Fix a connection
α
N. The Lorentzian metric g = (gij) on M can be lifted into a
metric
g = gij(x)dx
i ⊗ dxj
on the horizontal subbundle of TM, which we will extend up to a metric on the
whole TM :
G := gij(x)dxi ⊗ dxj + vij(x)δyi ⊗ δyj .
Let us consider vij with the following properties: 1) vij - positive definite
(Riemannian) and 2) the determinants of (gij) and (vij) have equal absolute
values.
Such a choice is always possible. For instance, in Riemann normal coordi-
nates (xi
′
) for g at some x0 ∈ M (i.e., gi′j′ = ηi′j′ = diag(−1, 1, 1, 1)), we can
set: vi′j′(x0) = δi′j′ , i.e., in the adapted basis,
G(x′0) := diag(−1, 1, 1...., 1)
(in another coordinate system (xk), we will have vkl =
∂xi
′
∂xk
∂xj
′
∂xl
vi′j′). With
this choice, the dependence x 7→ G(x) (accordingly, x 7→ vij(x)) is a smooth one
and
v := det(vij) = det(
∂xi
′
∂xk
)2 = −g.
As a consequence, the volume element on TM is:
dΩ =
√−gvd4x ∧ δ4y, (34)
where δ4y = δy0∧ δy1∧ δy2∧ δy3. Moreover, d4x∧ δyi = d4x∧ (dyi+N ijdxj) =
d4x ∧ dyi, i.e., we can actually write:
dΩ =
√−gvd4x ∧ d4y. (35)
Since v is positive definite, the set:
∆˜ = {y ∈ TxM | vijyiyj ≤ 4
√
2/pi2}, r > 0, x ∈M (36)
is a compact subset of TxM ; in normal coordinates for vij , the domain ∆˜ = ∆˜(x)
actually becomes a 3-sphere of volume equal to 1 in 4-dimensional Euclidean
space.
For any x ∈M, we will set ∆˜ as a canonical integration domain with respect
to y ∈ TxM ; thus, for any compact domain ∆ ⊂ M and for any function
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f : ∆→ R, the integral of f over5 ∆× ∆˜ ⊂ TM coincides with its integral over
∆ : ∫
∆×∆˜
f(x)dΩ =
∫
∆
f(x) · vol(∆˜)√−gd4x =
∫
∆
f(x)
√−gd4x. (37)
The divergence of a horizontal vector field X = X i(x, y)δi on TM is, [20]:
div(X) =
1√−gv δi(X
i
√−gv)−N ji·jX i =
= δiX
i +X iδi(ln
√−g) +X iδi(ln
√
v)−N ji·jX i.
From (23), it follows: Bji·j = 0, that is, N
j
i·j = γ
j
ij . Taking into account
that δi(ln
√−g) = δi(ln
√
v) = γjij , we get:
div(X) =
1√−g δi(X
i
√−g) =
0
DδiX
i. (38)
In particular, for a vector field Y = Y i(x)∂i on the base manifold, we have:
div(Y ) =
0
DδiY
i = div(lhY ).
4 Einstein field equations
4.1 In vacuum
Consider α as arbitrary and fixed. As analogue of the classical Hilbert action
(this time, involving both gij and Fij), we propose:
Sfg = − c
3
16pik
∫
∆×∆˜
RdΩ,
where R is the Ricci scalar of
α
D with ∆˜ as in (36) and ∆ as in Section 2.
From (29), we get, by direct computation:
R = r +
0
Dδi(B
ij
j)−
1
2
gjk(BihB
h
i)·jk; (39)
the term
0
Dδi(B
ij
j) is a divergence, i.e., it will only produce a boundary
term, which finally vanishes. A brief calculation leads to −1
2
gjk(BihB
h
i)·jk =
3α2
2
FijF
ij ; thus, the two remaining terms in the integral Sfg do not depend on
y any longer, i.e., Sfg can finally be written as an integral on the base manifold.
We thus get:
5For the sake of simplicity, we denote by the same letter f the composition f ◦ pi.
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Theorem 1 The Ricci scalar R of D =
α
D it is dynamically equivalent to the
following Lagrangian on M :
R˜ = r +
3α2
2
FijF
ij . (40)
In particular, for α = α∗ given by:
3(α∗)2
2
=
k
c4
, (41)
we get the usual Einstein-Maxwell action:
Sfg(α
∗) = − c
3
16pik
∫
R˜
√−gd4x = − c
3
16pik
∫
(r +
k
c4
FijF
ij)
√−gd4x.
In terms of
α
D, we get, by a similar procedure to the one in [12]:
δgSfg(α
∗) = − c
3
16pik
∫
(R˜ij − 1
2
R˜gij + B·ij)δgij
√−gd4x,
where: B := 3
2
BlBl
‖y‖2 +
1
2
BihB
h
i. Thus:
Proposition 2 Einstein-Maxwell equations in vacuum are expressed in terms
of D = D(α∗) as:
Gij = 0, (42)
where
Gij = R˜ij − 1
2
R˜gij + B·ij . (43)
are components of a symmetric horizontal tensor field G = Gijdxi⊗dxj on TM.
4.2 In the presence of matter
Assuming that we also have some particles of masses ma and electric charges
qa, the total action is:
S = Sfg + Sm + Si. (44)
Remark 3 The sum Smi := Sm+ Si is written in terms of the functions
α
L as:
Smi = −
∫ ∑
a
µc
αa
L
√−gd4x, µ := maδ
3(x− xa)√−g , (45)
where, for each particle, we have a different value of α :
αa =
qa
mc2
.
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The total action is, then:
S = −
∫
(
c3
16pik
R˜(α∗) +
∑
a
µcL(αa))
√−gd4x. (46)
The action S in (46) is nothing but the usual total action in Section 2.1, but
here, the term Sf corresponding to the electromagnetic field is contained in the
Ricci scalar R (equivalently, in R˜).
By varying the expression (44) of S with respect to gij , and using the fact
that actually, Si does not depend on g
ij , we get, similarly to Proposition 2:
Proposition 4 Einstein field equations are written as:
Gij = 8pik
c4
m
T ij , (47)
where Gjk is the generalized Einstein tensor (43) (including the electromagnetic
part of the stress-energy tensor) and
m
T ij is the stress-energy tensor of matter.
5 Invariance to diffeomorphisms and conserva-
tion laws
Since we have proven that the total action S = Sfg + Sm + Si is equivalent to
an action on the base manifold, it is enough to consider diffeomorphisms of M,
as in Section 2.2. By a similar reasoning, we get that, as long as inhomogeneous
Maxwell equations are satisfied by A, there hold the equalities:
∇∂j (Gij −
8pik
c4
m
T ij) = 0,
which is read on TM as:
div(G − 8pik
c4
m
T ) = 0. (48)
The above is just the usual energy-momentum conservation law, expressed
in terms of the generalized Einstein tensor6 Gij .
Relation (48) is a consequence of the Bianchi identity for the horizontal
component of the curvature and of Maxwell equations. The rest of the Bianchi
identities for
α
D do not yield any new information (the ”perturbation” terms
appearing from F cancel one another).
6Here, the terms div(G) and div(
m
T ) are generally, not separately conserved.
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6 Equations of motion of charged particles
For a single charged particle, subject to the gravitational and the electromag-
netic fields, we have:
Smi = −mc
∫
α
L(x, x˙)dt,
with α =
q
mc2
. The equations of motion are:
α
Dyi
dt
= 0, yi = x˙i (α =
q
mc2
); (49)
(where t = const · s); for particles having the same ratio q
m
, worldline deviation
equations are given by
α
D2wi
dt2
=
α
Eijw
j , α =
q
mc2
. (50)
with E as in (22).
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